QSE hits record high above 10,800 level

By Khalid V. Yusuf

The Ministry of Transport and Communications has introduced a new scheme for the licensing of 360 work vehicles for the benefit of Qatari citizens.

The scheme, which is aimed at facilitating the transport of goods and services within the country, will benefit citizens who are engaged in the transport and logistics sector.

The Ministry of Transport and Communications has urged all interested parties to apply for the license, which will be valid for a period of one year.

Qatar's public transport system is an essential service that plays a vital role in the daily lives of citizens. The scheme will help to alleviate the burden on the existing transport infrastructure and improve the efficiency of the transport and logistics sector.

The Ministry of Transport and Communications has urged all interested parties to apply for the license, which will be valid for a period of one year.

The scheme is expected to benefit a large number of citizens who are engaged in the transport and logistics sector, as it will provide them with the necessary infrastructure to transport goods and services within the country.
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**RBI eyes cooling inflation as it defends targeting policy framework**

**By Akshay May**

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has been accused of letting factors beyond its control control its external trade. Higher economic activity due to better weather has reduced the risk of inflation. But the central bank has been accused of not doing enough to control the inflationary pressures.

Chief economist Anil Kaul has stepped down, raising questions about the central bank’s ability to control inflation. The central bank has been accused of not doing enough to control the inflationary pressures.

**Wheat exporters in Australia look past China to North Africa**

**By Elke Strick**

From banning wheat with China’s trade embargo raised the costs of the Australian agriculture has been hit hard by a draft of a high level of out of the wheat, the embargo that hit the country earlier this week of 2021. The embargo has forced 2.60 million tonnes of wheat to be exported in the last five years.

At least one more project can be seen for 2021. A 3.04% increase in production of wheats in the past five years.


tender**: TENDER ADVERTISEMENT

Tender No.: 2013/1495

Tender Title: Implementation of E-Cash & Off Contract for Utility Sub-meters and Other Infrastructural Works

Brief Description of the Works:

To provide small and medium industrial units with an efficient and cost-effective way of measuring energy consumption.
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China to push its tech giants ‘to share consumer credit data’

India sees $54.5bn investment in clean coal over next decade

India expects to invest $54.5bn in clean coal over the next decade to boost domestic energy sources and cut dependence on imported fuel, a top official said on Tuesday.

The investment will be made in clean coal technologies including coal gasification and coal bed methane, India’s coal secretary said at a swearing-in ceremony for new members of the board of directors of the National Coal Development Corporation (NCDC).

The investment would help India meet its goal of reducing its carbon emissions by 2030, a government official said.

The NCDC, which is the nodal agency for coal-related matters, is expected to invest about $25.5bn in clean coal projects over the next decade.
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Signature Aviation reaches $4.6bn GIP deal; keeps bid options open

By Stephen Hare and Charlie Byram

Signature Aviation agreed yesterday to a $4.6bn bid from GIP, while leaving the door open for an alternative proposal.

The can was kicked down the road as a $5.5bn offer from Blackstone and Canada or GIP’s offer remained in play, while a consortium led by Carlyle Group said last week that it was also considering jumping in.

“Signature’s board has concluded that the Blackstone or GIP offer is superior to the laughable $5.5bn bid on the table,” said a Carlyle spokesperson.

The board of Signature Aviation, which runs 85 airports across the globe, decided to accept the GIP bid after a series of meetings with the group.

Signature Aviation owns and operates airside facilities at major airports, including London Heathrow and Gatwick. It will now explore options for organic growth and new acquisitions to take advantage of the GIP bid.

The deal includes a $1bn consideration in cash and a $3bn loan facility.

“Signature Aviation” Rayne said.
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EM stocks hit record high; EMEA currencies wave against dollar

Economic growth in the US and China has pushed up yields and the dollar, but emerging market (EM) equities and currencies have held their ground. The MSCI Emerging Markets Index hit a record high on Friday, surpassing 10,000 for the first time on record, as investors continued to seek out asset classes that are less correlated with the US economy.

A recent report by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) noted that emerging market economies have been relatively resilient to shocks in the US and China, due to their smaller exposure to global demand and weaker linkages with advanced economies. The report also highlighted the role of policy measures in stabilizing emerging markets, including fiscal stimulus and monetary easing.

However, some experts warn that geopolitical tensions, trade wars, and the ongoing trade dispute between the US and China could put pressure on emerging market economies in the future.

Asia markets mixed; dollar rises as Biden pledges huge stimulus

Asia markets were mixed on Monday as Wall Street traded mixed, with the Dow Jones Industrial Average and S&P 500 hitting record highs, while the Nasdaq Composite was down. In the European market, the FTSE 100 was flat, while the CAC 40 and DAX 30 were slightly lower. In the Forex market, the US dollar rose against most major currencies, as traders weighed the prospects for US stimulus and the ongoing trade war.

US President Joe Biden is expected to announce a new stimulus package worth $1.9 trillion, which would include direct payments to Americans, enhanced unemployment benefits, and more support for small businesses and hospitals. This could provide a boost to risk appetite and support riskier assets, such as equities and currencies.

Asian equities were mixed, with the Shanghai Composite and Hang Seng Index rising, while the Nikkei 225 and Shanghai Composite were down. The South Korean Kospi index was flat.

India stocks close at new record on vaccine, earnings prospects

India's benchmark stock index, the Sensex, hit a fresh record high on Monday, closing at 48,298.55, up 1,793.35 points or 3.80% from the previous closing level. The Nifty also rose, closing at 14,900.95, up 348.95 points or 2.41% from the previous close.

India's stock markets were buoyed by strong corporate earnings results and positive sentiment on the vaccination front. The government has accelerated the vaccination drive, with over 40 million doses administered so far. The Serum Institute of India, the world's largest vaccine producer, is set to deliver the first batch of its COVID-19 vaccine to the government on Tuesday.

India's stock market is also expected to benefit from the recent news of positive earnings results from companies such as Reliance Industries, Infosys, and ICICI Bank. These companies have reported strong results for the quarter ended December 31, 2020, with earnings exceeding expectations.

India has also received positive ratings from international rating agencies, with Moody's affirming its A1 rating on India's sovereign debt with a positive outlook.

Nancy Davis has $1bn after ditching hedge fund for ETF

Nancy Davis, a veteran hedge fund manager, has reportedly raised a $1 billion fund to invest in exchange-traded funds (ETFs), a move that could signal a shift away from traditional hedge fund strategies to a more diversified investment approach.

Davis, who co-founded Millennium Management in 1996, is known for her skill in managing a range of strategies, including long/short equity, convertible bonds, and macro strategies. She is said to have been considering the move to ETFs for some time, citing the growing popularity of these assets and the potential for diversification.

The move, if confirmed, could represent a significant shift for Davis and her firm, which has a long history in the hedge fund industry. It could also signal a broader trend towards the use of ETFs by institutional investors, who have increasingly turned to these assets as a way to manage risk and gain exposure to a broad range of asset classes.
Omar's economic momentum now in the GCC

By D. Reuvenn
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